
All images by Norbert Heyl, Â© Wilfried Grootens, shared with permissionGerman artist Wilfried Grootens (previously) suspends vibrant, textured paintings evocative of minuscule organisms, bacteria, and other
microscopic creatures within sleek sculptures made of glass. He renders lines and geometric shapes on dozens of thin panes that, when pressed together into a larger composite, produce the appearance of
three-dimensional forms encased within the transparent material. The resulting works are striking illusions that morph into different, otherworldly creatures depending on the viewers&#8217; perspective, sometimes
vanishing entirely depending on the angle. It is these paintings within their special layered space that create a world unto itself, quite apart from the reality outside it, the artist tells Colossal.Grootens&#8217;s impeccably
precise sculptures will be on view with Habatat Galleries in January and April. Until then, see more of his works on his site.&nbsp;ï»¿All images courtesy of SakaeFrom liquid resin and thin strips of wire, Tokyo-based
designer Sakae (previously) crafts delicate hairpieces known as kanzashi. The ornamental forms are often worn for special occasions and are realistic in shape and texture, with lustrous petals and wings in translucent
shades that catch surrounding light. You can see more of Sakae&#8217;s hydrangeas, irises, and daffodils on Flickr and her site, and she auctions her pieces for buyers in Japan. Follow news about international releases
on Facebook.&nbsp;All images Â© En Iwamura, courtesy of Ross + Kramer Gallery, shared with permissionFrom hunks of clay, artist En Iwamura (previously) sculpts minimal forms with wildly varied facial expressions
that range from shock and surprise to moody contemplation. Etched across the surface of each character are neat pathways of parallel lines, which evoke the clean, sweeping patterns in zen gardens, that are a physical
manifestation of the Japanese concept of Ma. The philosophy identifies the space between the edges, between the beginning and the end, the space and time in which we experience life. Ma is filled with nothing but
energy and feeling.Although his aesthetic and process remain relatively consistentâ€”Iwarmura is generous about sharing works-in-progress and studio shots on his Instagramâ€”his approach to spatial questions
continues to evolve. My work size has physically got bigger, he tells Colossal. That can have (a) different relationship with Ma, either micro (or) macro.Iwamura is currently living in Shiga near his hometown of Kyoto, and if
you&#8217;re in New York, you can see his oversized faces in January at Ross + Kramer Gallery.&nbsp;ï»¿ï»¿We&#8217;ve all been there: spending the entire day scrolling through social, responding to texts and DMs
and email, descending into internet rabbit holes, and just generally escaping the world through our devices. A quirky, 2D animation titled Blip by Hannah Sun weighs in on this unending screen addiction as it plunges into a
visual soundscape of incessant pings, bells, and other tones. Watch the colorful commentary above, and find more of the New York City-based designer&#8217;s projects on Vimeo and Instagram.&nbsp;Carbon
Footprint. All images Â© Christopher David White, shared with permissionIn his Richmond studio, artist Christopher David White (previously) practices an alchemy of materials as he transforms slabs of clay into deceptive
sculptures and functional objects that appear carved from hunks of decaying wood. His trompe l&#8217;oeil ceramics are fragile depictions of the hardy material, complete with its gnarled knots and splintered edges in
various states of decomposition.To achieve such a hyperrealistic finish, each piece undergoes multiple rounds of detailingâ€”head to Instagram for a glimpse behind-the-scenesâ€”which White starts by shaping the initial
form with knots and branches and imprinting large grooves for the grain. After the work dries slightly, dental instruments, wire brushes, and Xacto knives aid in crafting the more intricate components, and the slightly
dehydrated material lends itself to natural cracks and divots that enhance the woody texture. Once fired, the artist paints each sculpture with a largely neutral palette of acrylics.White continues to explore humans&#8217;
relationship to the environment in both his figures and smaller works, although he&#8217;s recently shifted to more overt considerations of the topic. I seek to highlight humanity&#8217;s abuse and disregard for nature
along with the contradictions in our actions, he says. Humans have a tendency to acknowledge the beauty, fragility, and uniqueness of nature while simultaneously viewing it as a resource to be endlessly exploited,
controlled, and discarded.Shop prints in White&#8217;s shop, and keep an eye on his Instagram and site for updates on new batches of mugs, planters, and other works.&nbsp;Paint It RedPushing Up DaisiesWeathered
HeartNot 2BCoral mugSmall plantersTeapot setAll images Â© Vanessa Mckeown, shared with permissionA scroll through Vanessa Mckeownâ€™s Instagram reveals a bottomless trove of absurdity and the playfully
unexpected: cooked spaghetti pours from a bronze tap, a tennis ball bounces off a tennis racket made of waffles, and a trio of donuts hangs from a toilet paper holder.The London-based artist has an eye for the strange,
quirky possibilities of humble everyday objects like snacks and plants, and her body of work extends back to 2015 when she photographed minimally composed interpretations on bright monochromatic backdrops. In
recent years, she&#8217;s brought more color, texture, and objects into her pieces, using checkered tablecloths and the tiled wall of a bathroom to add extra dimension. At the moment, I want to make my work more
dynamic and bring it more to life, more stuff! she says. I just want to be free with it and not so rigid, which is a challenge as Iâ€™m quite rigid with things.To add Mckeown&#8217;s bag of beans, bread legs, or another
one of her clever constructions to your collection, pick up a print in her shop. You also might like Nicole McLaughlin&#8217;s edible apparel.&nbsp;&nbsp;ï»¿In an extravagant display of evolutionary tricks and mating
rituals, new footage by Adrian Smith of the wildly popular Ant Lab YouTube channel focuses on six tropical butterflies. The extremely slow-motion montage zeroes in on a trio of tropical creatures as they crack open and
emerge from their chrysalises and others like the striking Blue Morpho as they take flight. Smith paired the spectacular clips with behind-the-scenes footage of the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences Living
Conservatory, which fosters a climate-controlled environment that hundreds of butterflies hatch from every few weeks. If you haven&#8217;t seen his previous footage yet, make sure you watch these moths and an
unusual muppet-esque troupe as they lift off the ground. (via The Kids Should See This)&nbsp;All images Â© Irma Gruenholz, shared with permissionIt&#8217;s easy to mistake Irma Gruenholzâ€™s whimsical ceramic
figures for two-dimensional illustrations. The Madrid-based artist (previously) is known for her sculptures and still lifes in clay that resemble flat graphics and drawings, although her works require precise positioning and
photographing before they&#8217;re printed in the pages of a magazine or children&#8217;s book.In addition to working on commissions for major publications and brands in the last few years, Gruenholz&#8217;s most
recent projects include four imaginative figures tattooed with foliage and sprouting leafy branches from their heads. During Covid lockdown, I have had time to reflect and realize how important it is to respect your internal
rhythm when you are creating, she says. I think there has to be another way of living, a slow life good for the people and for the planet.Head to Behance and Instagram for glimpses into the process behind these
fantastical figures and to explore a larger archive of the artist&#8217;s illustrative work.&nbsp;All images Â© Matthew Chambers, shared with permissionAt once minimal and endlessly confounding, the elegant ceramic
vessels that Matthew Chambers (previously) creates are precisely scaled iterations of the same shape. His hypnotic sculptures are comprised of individual, wheel-thrown pieces in varying sizes that are embedded within a
larger form. Each abstract work is unique in color and position, sometimes displaying single monochromatic rings at incongruent angles or striped colors flush in alignment.In a note to Colossal, Chambers says his most
recent pieces are an experiment in allowing the inner pattern to pop from the outer vessel. The process is essentially the reverse of how most of my other forms are made, and it&#8217;s still very much in the early stages
of working it out, he says. Iâ€™ve also started making some upright vessel forms where the circles twist around the outside of the form from top to bottom, but again these are still very much in the early stages.Chambers,
who&#8217;s based in St. Lawrence on the Isle of Wight, has amassed an extensive archive in the last few years, which you can dive into on his site and Instagram. If you&#8217;re in London., you can see some of his
pieces on view now at Alveston Fine Art and this February with Cavaliero Finn at Collect Art Fair. He&#8217;ll also show works this coming July at Cornwall&#8217;s New Craftsman Gallery.&nbsp;Suffice to say, 2021
has been an emotional rollercoaster, so it&#8217;s no surprise that the short films topping Colossal&#8217;s list span the gamut: there are uncomfortable situations of poor (and relatable) office etiquette, heartwrenching
indictments of the injustices around us, and purely fun works of animation. We&#8217;ve listed the most-watched shorts here and included a few extras in case you need to escape from end-of-year work projects or family
gatherings.&nbsp;ï»¿Moonwalk by Nalle SjobladNalle Sjobladâ€™sÂ â€œMoonwalkâ€• uses brutal Home Alone-esque sequences of poor planning, office rage, and failure to appreciate even basic spatial relationships in
order to remind us that the most uncomfortable, humiliating scenarios only last for a moment.&nbsp;ï»¿Career Limiting by Anna MantzarisSwedish director Anna Mantzaris follows a mischievous character through a series
of wildly inappropriate misdeeds and poor office etiquette. Created collaboratively by Passion Pictures and Saatchi &amp; Saatchi New Zealand, the lighthearted-turned-sincere short film compares snipping off a
coworkerâ€™s tie or wreaking workplace havoc to the unfair penalties of being a mother.&nbsp;Voice Above Water by Dana FrankoffEach day, 90-year-old Wayan gathers his nets and mesh sacks and sets his small boat
out on the coast of Bali, although he&#8217;s adapted his routine in recent years: rather than harvesting food for his family and community, he scoops up wrappers, bottles, and other refuse and carries the discarded
material back to the beach for recycling. San Francisco-based director Dana Frankoff visits Wayan at his coastal home in her impactful debut â€œVoice Above Water.&nbsp;ï»¿Save Ralph by Arch Model StudioCreated
for the Humane Society of the United States, â€œSave Ralphâ€• is a poignant and heartbreaking critique of animal testing. It follows a modest rabbit whose life revolves around his role as a product tester and chronicles
his struggles to brush his teeth, back pain, and a harsh round of trials for various beauty-related goods.&nbsp;ï»¿Dead Meat by Adnan Peer MohamedSelfish, hungry, and more cunning than he appears, the zany seagull
in Adnan Peer Mohamedâ€™s â€œDead Meatâ€• sends feathers flying. The animated short opens with the creature scouring a boardwalk for food, and after mistaking a bolt for a snack, he snatches an entire hotdog
only to find a fellow bird is after the same sausage.&nbsp;We also enjoyed: Pascal Schelbli&#8217;s poignant animation that reimagines plastic waste as ocean life, Roman De Giuliâ€™s mesmerizing timelapse of ink
gushing across the earth like water, and Patrick Smith&#8217;s hypnotic short film that rhythmically spins through 3,745 masks from around the world.
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